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Abstract

Within the financial industry Operational Risk is a relatively new concept, but
within recent years it has gained more attention due to prior economically devastating
events; these are events that cannot be categorized as market- or credit risks. The
purpose of this thesis is to study the Loss Distribution Approach(LDA). This is one of
the more rigorous models proposed by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision,
in order to calculate the required capital charge that should be set aside to cover future
operational loss events within financial institutions. The focus is on the close connec-
tion between the LDA and modelling techniques which are used in the field of insurance
mathematics. A summary of relevant theoretical results underlying the (aggregate) loss
distribution is given, and then detailed ways to model the specific components are pro-
vided. More specifically, certain techniques are emphasized, for example: extreme value
theory are used to model certain loss severities; and also generalized linear models are
used to link event frequency to possible causes, thereby also allow for scenario-based
modelling. The models are illustrated in a numerical example where parameter calibra-
tion and exploratory techniques are addressed, and several useful tools are identified.
Finally capital charges in terms of VaR and CVaR measures are numerically calculated
and compared with asymptotic approximations.

Sammanfattning

Operationell risk är ett relativt nytt begrepp inom den finasiella industrin men
har de senaste åren f̊att alltmer uppmärksamhet till följd av specifika händelser som
haft en förödande ekonomisk effekt för den enskilda orgnisationen. Dessa händelser
har dock inte kunnat klassas som marknads- eller kredit-risker. I detta examensar-
bete studerar vi Loss Distribution Approach(LDA) vilken är en av de mer avancerade
metoder som föreslagits av Basel Committee on Banking Supervision för att beräkna
det kapital som behövs för att täcka framtida operationella förluster inom finasiella
institut. I synnerhet fokuserar vi p̊a likheter mellan LDA och metoder som används
inom försäkringsmatematiken. Vi ger en sammanfattning av teoretiska resultat kop-
plade till den totala förlust-fördelningen och diskuterar möjliga ansatser for att estimera
dess ing̊aende komponenter. Mer specifikt används tekniker fr̊an extremvärdesteorien
for att modellera vissa typer av förluster och generaliserade linjära modeller för att
koppla samman förlust-frekvens med möjliga orsaksfaktorer för att p̊a s̊a vis även
möjliggöra scenario-analys. Modellerna illustreras genom ett numeriskt exempel med
fokus p̊a parameter-skattning och användbara grafiska redskap. Slutligen beräknas kap-
italtäckningskrav utifr̊an riskm̊atten VaR och CVaR numeriskt, för att sedan jämföras
med asymptotiska approximationer.
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1 Introduction

Parallel to the technological advancement of recent times banks today have developed
into complex high technological apparatus relying heavily, not only, on the competence
of its manpower, but also on the intricate technical systems and numerous external fac-
tors. In such an environment many possible sources of risk exist; computer breakdowns,
transaction errors and temporary loss of staff, to mention a few. This has indiscernibly
caused banks, and indirectly their customers and shareholders, considerably financial
damage. Though, it is the more spectacular events, like a single man’s unauthorized
trading at a small Singapore office within the Barings Bank’s, that has attracted mass
media attention and opened the eyes of the regulatory authorities.

The recognition of Operational Risk exposure, being a substantial and growing
part in the business of financial institutions, has led the Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision to include a new capital requirement within the New Basel Capital Accord.
The purpose is to develop a minimum regulatory capital charge for other risk, including
operational risk. Historically, Operational risk has implicitly been covered by Credit
Risk, which is associated with the uncertainty that debtors will honor their financial
obligations. Alongside credit risk, the risk associated with fluctuations in the value of
traded assets, known as market risk, have been the two risk categories used to subdivide
the overall risk faced by institutions.

In cooperation with the financial industry, representatives of the working group for
the committee have established the following definition of operational Risk:

Definition 1 (Operational risk) The risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed
processes, people and systems or from external events.

This definition includes legal risk but excludes strategic and reputational risk, and the
intention is not to cover all indirect losses or opportunity costs. It is based on the
underlying causes of operational risk and seeks to identify why a loss has happened
and at the broadest level includes the breakdown by four causes: people, processes,
systems and external factors. For more information on the subject of the regulatory
evolvement one may consult the BIS publications Consultative document (2001) and
the Working paper on the regulatory treatment of operational risk (2001). With these
publications the committee intended to further deepen the dialogue with the industry
and left the ball in their court to reflect and return with suggestions and improvements.
Since then several contributions are left up for debate and some useful references are
Frachot et al. (2001) and Embrechts et al. (2004).

In the papers presented above the general belief seems to be that organizations will
strive towards advanced measurement approaches, which will allow the use of output
from internal operational risk measurement systems. The intention of initiating such a
system should be twofold. Not only should the system in a quantitative sense generate
mathematically sound and optimally calibrated risk capital charges, but also give an
incentive to create robust controls and procedures to support active management of
operational risk. Hence, operational risk should also be modelled in such a way that
causes are identified. This has been acknowledged by Ebnother et al. (2001) who
approaches the problem through the definition of certain work flow processes in a
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graph structure, and estimates the impact on risk figures through different choices of
risk factors. Also addressing this matter Nyström & Skoglund (2002) stress the need
of extending proposed basic models to incorporate the concept of key risk drivers,
and outline both direct and indirect approaches. Thirdly, Cruz (2002) devotes several
chapters to describing common econometric and non-linear models that can be used
for this matter.

A source of concern in the industry is presently the limited access to reliable op-
erational loss data. One natural reason for this is confidentiality. Secondly, there has
been no set industry standard for consistent gathering of the data. Existing databases
consist of data from a relatively short historical period and is often of poor quality. De-
spite the latter problems, different loss characteristics have been observed within the
industry. Bank’s internal data are biased towards low severity losses like transaction
failures, credit card frauds and accounting irregularities. These tend to occur frequently
but cause relatively small losses. On the contrary, when observing the losses within an
industrial wide context, loss events that very clearly show extreme outcomes but occur
with a low frequency are highlighted. For that reason pooling of data across banks has
been discussed. Pros and cons of such methods, within the context of operational risk,
are considered in Frachot et al. (2002). Under the advanced measurement framework,
operational risk exposure and losses are due to the proposed features, categorized into
standardized business lines and event types. This is done according to an industry
standard matrix, which is designed to be generally applicable across a wide range of
institutions.

The model which has gained the most interest within the advanced measurement
framework is the Loss Distribution Approach(LDA). A well known analogue to the
LDA, within the field of actuarial mathematics, is the probabilistic interpretation of
the random sum

S(t) = X1 +X2 + . . .+XN(t),

stemming from a random process generating claims for a portfolio of insurance policies
in a given period of time. Under the LDA, the institutions will estimate the total
operational loss for each business line/event type, or grouping thereof, in a fixed fu-
ture planning period. This means estimating the probability distributions of both the
number of loss events and the severity of individual events using primarily its inter-
nal data. The aggregate loss(compound-) distribution can then be expressed in terms
of convolutions of the individual loss distribution functions. In general, no analytical
expression of the aggregate loss distribution exist.

The thesis aims to provide a review for some applicable actuarial methods within
the LDA, to the modelling of operational risk under the assumption of independent
and identically distributed losses. First, we want to perceive a broader understanding
of the compound model and its building blocks from a theoretical aspect. From a
risk measurement viewpoint it is the tails of loss distributions which are of particular
interest. Thus, in regard to the different characteristics observed in empirical loss
data, as described above, special theoretical emphasis will be given to the influence
of different loss distribution assumptions on the tail of the compound distribution.
This theoretical area turns out to be closely connected to extreme value theory, which
is an important tool when dealing especially with heavy tailed data, and therefore
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deserve separate treatment. Even though the asymptotic theorems outlines a way to
direct approximation of risk measures, we need to investigate when these formulas
become sufficiently accurate. Therefore, computation of the aggregate loss distribution
is necessary and requires a numerical algorithm. The Panjer recursion approach will
be used for this purpose.

Additionally, one(among many) possible approach(-es) to casual analysis and the
identification of potential risk factors are considered. Assuming proper reporting and
classification systems are in place, causal analysis will be the next step in the risk
management process. Understanding the source of losses is fundamental in trying to
avoid them. Hence, staff turnover, overtime and number of transactions, to mention a
few examples, may be relevant factors in identifying and forecasting future loss events.
Within the scope of the thesis, only frequency risk factors will be considered. The
basis will be the multi-factor/regression approach known as generalized linear mod-
elling(GLM). The class of GLMs is an extension of the classical linear models in the
form

E(Yi) = µi = xT
i β; Yi ∼ N(µi, σ

2), (1.1)

where the following generalizations are made:

1. Response variables may have distributions other than the Normal distribution.
They may even be categorical rather than continuous.

2. The relationship between the response and explanatory variables need not to be
of the simple linear form, as in (1.1).

GLMs have found their way in several actuarial applications such as premium rating
and loss reserving. They can be extended in various ways to account for time-series
structures as well as inclusion of random effects, and therefore provide a good base for
more sophisticated models.

In a numerical example we analyze two fictive cells in the regulatory matrix using the
proposed models. We restrict the thesis towards assessments concerning such individual
cells. For discussions about capital allocation and total capital charges for the bank as
a whole, we refer to Frachot et al. (2001). The main purpose of the data analysis is
to gain some insight about exploratory tools used to fit parametric loss distributions.
Furthermore, the factor approach results in estimates of loss frequency and we are able
to calculate risk measures under different assumptions of future exposure to risk factors.
Due to the lack of appropriate operational risk data, the numerical illustration will be
given using insurance data. This is in line with Embrechts et al. (2004) that concludes
that operational risk data are in many ways akin to property insurance loss data.
This data has been collected from the insurance company If and will be presented in
section 2. The two data sets consists of claims data for two different types of coverage
in a car-insurance contract. They are chosen specifically to illustrate the different
characteristics, as addressed above, that one may face when modelling loss data. Some
related covariates(i.e. risk factors) are also available. Figures and comments in the
thesis do not represent the views and/or opinions of the If management, and the risk
measures and other estimates are purely of an illustrative purpose.
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The rest of the thesis will be organized as follows. Section 3 gives a brief background
and definitions of two common measures of risk used in finance, in order to quantify
the amount of the capital charge needed. Section 4 gives an theoretical overview of the
loss distribution approach. In direct connection to the theoretical aspects of loss dis-
tributions in subsection 4.3, a background to Extreme Value Theory is given in section
5. The two following sections separately details the models discussed above, starting
with the Panjer Recursion approach in section 6 and followed by the Generalized Linear
Model in section 7. In section 8, appropriate tools for model selection and parameter
calibration to the data sample will be addressed through the numerical illustration,
which is followed by stress testing and evaluation of risk measures. Finally, section 9
contains a summary of the results and a further discussion of the problems and possible
extensions, in contrast to the models used.
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2 The Data

The data analyzed in the thesis is car-insurance data, collected under a five-year period
from the 1st of January, 2000, to the 31st of December, 2004.

The first data set consists of personal injury claims. Personal injury(PI) is one part
of the Third party liability coverage, which in Sweden is mandated by law. This covers
the policy-owner and his/her passengers, as well as third party, against damages such
as medical expenses, lost wages and pain and suffering.

The second data set originates from Motor Rescue(MR), which is one element of
the Partial cover coverage, also including for example theft and fire. Motor rescue is
essentially a breakdown service designed to assist the policy-holder with the necessary
procedures, in the event of breakdown or accident, or in the case of illness or death.

For the sake of integrity, the amount of the claims are multiplied by unspecified
scaling factors. A graphical summary of the two data sets is given in figure 1. The
x-axis in the histograms are shown on a log scale to emphasize the great range of the
data. Summary statistics are given in table 1.
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Figure 1: Time series plot and log data histograms for PI and MR claims respectively.

Table 2 shows a list of selected covariates commonly used in car-insurance rating
and the corresponding number of classes. Their exact meaning is not important in
this context and due to confidentiality they will therefore be named A, B, C and D
respectively. For the same reason the banding of these rating factors are deliberately
left ill defined. The number of claims and the corresponding exposure(i.e. total number
of years insured) is given, however only the former is shown.
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Data PI MR

n 608 905
min 0.05 0.01
1st Quart. 1.15 0.43
median 3.00 0.84
mean 41.37 1.17
3rd Quart. 16.32 1.44
max 7984.49 8.45

Table 1: Summary statistics for the PI and MR data sets.

Factor Level No.Losses PI No.Losses MR

A 1 9 9
2 48 70
3 203 307
4 186 304
5 162 215

Total 608 905

B 1 69 47
2 60 91
3 107 138
4 162 211
5 106 216
6 104 202

Total 608 905

C 1 276 287
2 216 290
3 77 193
4 21 56
5 18 79

Total 608 905

D 1 140 179
2 147 180
3 86 150
4 143 226
5 42 56
6 50 114

Total 608 905

Table 2: Marginal summary of the number of claims for selected covariates.
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3 Measures of Risk

For a long time the concept of Value at Risk has been adapted in the financial industry
as best practice. The Value at Risk is taken to be the (right-) quantile, qα, of the loss
distribution and is thus defined as

Definition 2 (Value at Risk) Let α be fixed and X a real random variable, then

V aRα(X) = qα(X) = inf{x ∈ R : P [X ≤ x] ≥ α} (3.1)

is called the Value at Risk(VaR) at (confidence-) level α of X.

Thus stating that it is the smallest value, such that the probability of the loss taking at
most this value is at least 1 − α. Throughout the thesis, losses are defined as positive
real numbers.

Among market participants1 and for the sake of regulating authorities, it is of course
of outmost importance to have a unified view of the measures of risk. In 1997, Artzener
et al. presented a framework and tried to give a clear definition of the properties that an
effective tool of measurement should possess. As the basis for their argumentation they
stated four axioms and they called every risk measure fulfilling these axioms coherent.

Definition 3 (Coherent risk measure) Consider a set V of real-valued random vari-
ables. A function ρ : V → R is called a coherent risk measure if it is

(i) monotonous: X ∈ V,X ≥ 0 ⇒ ρ(X) ≤ 0,

(ii) sub-additive: X,Y,X + Y ∈ V ⇒ ρ(X + Y ) ≤ ρ(X) + ρ(Y ),

(iii) positively homogeneous: X ∈ V, h > 0, hX ∈ V ⇒ ρ(hX) = hρ(X), and

(iv) translation invariant: X ∈ V, a ∈ R⇒ ρ(X + a) = ρ(x) − a.

Many examples can be given that the VaR measure does not fulfill the sub-additive
property and hence is not supporting risk-diversification in a portfolio. Another draw-
back is that VaR is not law-invariant, meaning that we can easily find random vari-
ables X and Y such that for some t = tl, P [X ≤ tl] = P [Y ≤ tl] without implying
ρ(X) = ρ(X) for all t ∈ R. A proper choice lying within the class of coherent risk
measures turn out to be Conditional Value at Risk.

Definition 4 (Conditional Value at Risk) Let α ∈ (0, 1) be fixed and let X be a
real random variable with E[max(0, X)] <∞ Then

CV aRα(X) = (1 − α)−1

(

E[X 1{X≥V aRα(X)}]

+V aRα(X)
(

α− P [X > V aRα(X)]
)

)

(3.2)

1By market participants we intend all actors in the financial industry undertaking some kind of
regulatory capital allocation in their business.
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with indicator function 1A defined as

1A(x) =

{

1, x ∈ A

0, x /∈ A.

is called the Conditional Value at Risk(or Expected Shortfall) at a level α of X.

In case the random variable X has a continuous distribution function, the above defi-
nition gives the more manageable expression

CV aRα(X) = E[X | X > V aRα(X)]. (3.3)

The Conditional Value at Risk has a couple of possible interpretations. The most
obvious interpretation, is that it can be thought of as the ”average loss in the worst
100(1 − α)% cases”. It can also be shown as the integral over all quantiles above the
value u.

Theorem 1 (Integral representation of CVaR) For CV aRα as defined in (1.2)
and V aRα as given in (1.1), we have

CV aRα(X) =
1

1 − α

∫ 1

α
V aRα(X)du

whenever X is a real random variable with E[max(0, X)] <∞.

This is an implication of a theorem in Delbaen (1998), where it was shown that all
coherent risk measures may be seen as integrals over VaR-numbers. For the continuous
random variable X, the conditional Value at Risk is the smallest coherent and law-
invariant risk measure that dominates VaR. Moreover, Kusuoka (2001) has shown that
it constitutes the basis of any law invariant measure of risk. In section 8.2 it will be
seen that the expected shortfall function is a useful analytical tool in the exploratory
data analysis of large losses.

In finance, the risk measures may be superscripted, i.e. V ARt
α, indicating the t-day

holding period of the instrument. Throughout this context, we will always consider a
fixed planning period and thus the superscript will not be necessary.
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4 Loss Distribution Approach

4.1 The counting process

In the non-life insurance industry it is, as a first step, usually assumed that the claims
occur as a sequence of events in such a random way that it is not possible to forecast
the exact time of occurrence of any one of them, nor the exact total number.

Consider the accumulated number N(t) of claims occurring during a time period
from 0 to t as a function of a fixed time t, then N(t) is a stochastic process. It is well-
known in probability theory that if the following statements can be accepted about the
claim number process:

• The number of claims occurring in any two disjoint time intervals are independent

• The number of claims in a time interval is stationary (i.e. dependent only on the
length of the interval)

• No more than one claim may arise from the same event

Then when put in definition in a mathematical setting, Gut (1995), we have a homo-
geneous poisson process:

Definition 5 (Poisson process) A poisson process {N(t), t ≥ 0} is a nonnegative,
integer-valued stochastic process such that N(0) = 0 and

1. the increments {N(tk) −N(tk−1), 1 ≤ k ≤ n} are independent; and

2. P(exactly one occurrence during (t,t+h])=λh + o(h) as h → 0, for some λ > 0;
and

3. P(at least two occurrences during (t,t+h])=o(h) as h→ 0.

Making use of these conditions it is then proved that the number of claims, n, in a
given fixed time interval of length tp = [tk−1, tk] is Poisson distributed as

pn = Prob{N = n} = pn(λtp) = eλtp (λtp)
n

n!

and intensity parameter λ. Again, with λ we intend the expected number of losses in
a fixed planning period and we can set tp = 1.

For most cases in reality there may, of course, be objections to (all of) the statements
above. For example, in car-insurance seasonal weather conditions affecting the risk may
differ significantly from year to year. It is also likely that traffic accidents is depending
on the state of the general economy(i.e. economic booms tend to increase the traffic
intensity which in turn leads to more accidents).

In a short-term perspective, when the fluctuation within the planning period is
considerable but can be regarded as independent between consecutive years, it is often
incorporated into the claim frequency process by modelling λ as a random variable Λ
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(i.e. mixed poisson) with corresponding probability density function h(x). Then we
have N ∼ Po(Λ) and

E(N) = E[E(N | Λ)] = E(Λ),

V ar(N) = E[V ar(N | Λ)] + V ar[E(N | Λ)],

and hence
V ar(N) = E(Λ) + V ar(Λ).

For the case Λ = λ, a constant, the moments of the poisson, E(N) = V ar(N) = λ,
are reproduced. We see that V ar(N) > E(N), which is a phenomena referred to as
over-dispersion of the process {N(t)}. Indisputably, the most common choice of h(x)
is the gamma distribution which leads to N being negative binomial distributed.

The poisson process suffers from some limitations but can in practice often give
a first good approximation, and the assumption that the number of claims obeys a
poisson distribution in a fixed planning period will be made in the thesis. The negative
binomial model is an interesting and important alternative, however other extensions
of the basic model might be needed, and further references are given in section 7.2.

4.2 The compound model

The foundation is laid by proposing a probability distribution for the claim number
random variable, and now turn our focus to the complete model, which the thesis is
concerned about. We start by introducing the following definition from Nyström &
Skoglund (2002).

Definition 6 (Compound counting process) A stochastic process
{S(t), t ≥ 0} is said to be a compound counting process if it can be represented as

S(t) =

N(t)
∑

k=1

Xk, t ≥ 0,

where {N(t), t ≥ 0} is a counting process and the {Xk}
∞
1 are independent and identi-

cally distributed random variables, which are independent of {N(t), t ≥ 0}.

Given a fixed time interval, the compound(aggregate) loss distribution can be written

G(x) = P (S ≤ x) =
∞

∑

n=0

pnF
n∗(x), (4.1)

where Fn∗(x) = P (
∑n

i=1Xi ≤ x) is the n-fold convolution of F and F 0∗(x) ≡ 1.
The moments of the compound loss distribution are particularly simple in the com-
pound poisson case. If we let

αr = E(Xr) =

∫ ∞

0
zrdFX(z)
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denote the rth moment about the origin for the loss random variable X, then by con-
ditional expectation we obtain the following expressions for the mean,

E[S] = E[E[S | N ]] = E[E(X)N ] = α1λ,

variance

V [S] = V [E[S | N ]] + E[V [S | N ]] = V [E[X]N ] + E[V [X]N ] =

= α2
1λ+ (α2 − α2

1)λ = α2λ,

and skewness

γ[S] =
E[(S − α1λ)3]

V [S]3/2
=

α3λ

(α2λ)3/2
=

α3
√

(α2)3λ
.

The compound poisson model has an interesting additive property which allows for
any collection, Sj , j = 1, . . . , n of independent compound Poisson random variables
with corresponding intensity parameters λj and loss distributions Fj to be treated as
a single compound risk. It is shown that S =

∑n
j=1 Sj is again compound poisson with

intensity λ =
∑n

j=1 λj and loss distribution FX(x) =
∑n

j=1
λj

λ Fj(x).

4.3 Loss distributions

In classical risk theory focus of attention has been the modelling of the surplus process
(U(t))t≥0 in a fund(i.e. a portfolio of insurance policies) defined as

U(t) = u+ ct− S(t), t ≥ 0,

where u ≥ 0 denotes the initial capital, c > 0 stands for the premium income rate
and S(t) is a compound counting process as defined in definition 6. In the famous
Cramer-Lundberg model S(t) is a compound poisson process. One possible measure of
solvency in the fund, of special importance in actuarial ruin theory, is the probability of
ruin ψ(u, T ) = P (U(t) < 0 for some t ≤ T ), 0 < T ≤ ∞. That is, the probability that
the surplus in the fund becomes negative in finite or infinite time. Under a condition
of ”small claims”, the so called Cramer-Lundberg estimate for the probability of ruin
in infinite time, yields bounds which are exponential in the initial capital u, as

ψ(u,∞) < e−Ru, u ≥ 0. (4.2)

We will not go further into the estimation of ruin probabilities and calculations of
appropriate premium flows, and refer to Grandell (1991) for details. Instead we will
proceed with focus on S(t), having the small-claim condition above in mind. This poses
the question,

- What is to be considered as a ”small” claim(loss)?

But more importantly,

- Is it possible to classify loss distributions in order to their influence on the (tail
of the)aggregate loss distribution?
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Figure 2: Five largest total loss amounts divided into its individual loss amounts in a
simulation of n = 1000 losses.

Before jumping to the theoretical results, we will try to get an intuitive idea through
a graphical illustration of the difference in ”building blocks” for the tails of compound
distributions.

Figure 2 shows the five largest total loss amounts in simulations of two different
compound loss distributions. The counting random variable is poisson distributed,
with the same expected number of losses(λ = 10) in both cases. But one with an
exponential(with parameter ρ = 4) loss distribution, and one with a log-normal(with
parameters µ = 0.886 and σ = 1) loss distribution, giving the same expected value of
E(X) = 4. It is clear that in the exponential case the most severe aggregate losses are
due to a higher(extreme) intensity outcome, whereas in the log-normal case we observe
large losses that tend to overshadow the many smaller ones.

Theoretical results answering the questions stated above can be found in Embrechts
et al. (1985) and Embrechts et al. (1997), and the rest of this section will give a short
summary. In the classical model above, the condition on the loss distribution leading to
the existence of R > 0 in (4.2) can be traced back to the existence of the (real-valued)
Laplace transform, or moment generating function with v interchanged with −s,

LX(v) = E(e−vX) =

∫ ∞

0
e−vxdF (x), v ∈ R

which typically holds for distributions with exponentially bounded tails. It is shown
through Markov’s inequality that

F (x) ≤ e−sxE(esX), x > 0,

where 1 − F (x) = F (x) in the following will be used interchangeable to denote the
tail of the distribution. This inequality means that large claims are very unlikely to
occur, i.e. with exponentially small probabilities. Probability distributions with this
property is referred to as light-tailed. Light-tailed distributions which historically have
been considered in an insurance context, is for instance the exponential, the gamma,
and the light-tailed(τ ≥ 1) Weibull. A good reference for insurance claim distributions
is Hogg & Klugman (1984).
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When heading towards asymptotical formulas for the compound loss distribution,
we first need to be familiarized with the following definition.

Definition 7 (Slowly varying function) A function C(x) is said to be slowly vary-
ing at ∞ if, for all t > 0,

lim
x→∞

C(tx)

C(x)
= 1.

Typical examples of slowly varying functions are functions converging to a positive
constant, logarithms and iterated logarithms. Furthermore, a function h(x) is said
to be regularly varying at ∞ with index α ∈ R if h(x) = xαC(x). Then the following
theorem given in Embrechts et al. (1985) gives asymptotical formulas for the compound
loss.

Theorem 2 (Compound loss in the light-tailed case) Suppose pn satisfies

pn ∼ θnnγC(n), n→ ∞ (4.3)

for 0 < θ < 1, γεR and C(x) slowly varying at ∞. If, in addition, there exists a number
κ > 0 satisfying

θ−1 = LX(−κ) (4.4)

for X non-arithmetic and if −L′
X(−κ) <∞, then

1 −G(x) ∼
xγe−κxC(x)

κ[−θL′
X(−κ)]γ+1

, x→ ∞. (4.5)

This asymptotic result is not easily comprehended. It suggest that the right tail be-
havior of the compound loss distribution is essentially determined by the heavier of
the frequency- or loss severity components. Condition (4.3) is shown to be satisfied
by many mixed poisson distributions, including the negative binomial, but it turns out
that the poisson is too light-tailed. This is because the term θ−1 in (4.4) is in fact
the radius of convergence of the generating function of the counting distribution, which
for the poisson equals ∞, see Teugels (1985). Hence we need to look at alternative
approximations. Teugels (1985) notice the following saddlepoint approximation which
is valid in the poisson, as well as the negative binomial, case.

Theorem 3 (Saddlepoint approximation in the light-tailed case) Let the claim
size distribution be bounded with a bounded density. Then

1 −G(x) ∼
eκx

|κ|(2πλL′′
X(κ))1/2

[e−λ(1−LX(κ)) − e−λ], x→ ∞, (4.6)

where κ is the solution of −λL′
X(κ) = x.

The conditions underlying theorem 3 are vague and more precise conditions can be
found in Teugels (1985) and further references therein.

For a large number of loss distributions the Laplace transform does not exist, and
for that reason the above theorems does not apply. An important class of distributions
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with LX(−v) = ∞ for all v > 0 is the class of distribution functions with a regularly
varying tail

F (x) = xαC(x),

for C slowly varying. The class of distributions where the tail decays like a power func-
tion, is called heavy-tailed and is quite large. It includes the Pareto, Burr, loggamma,
cauchy and t-distribution.

Furthermore, it can be shown that the class of distributions with this specific
tail property can be enlarged2 to the class of subexponential distributions, denoted
S, through a functional relationship including the compound type.

Definition 8 (Subexponential distribution function) A distribution function F
with support (0,∞) is subexponential, if for all n ≥ 2,

lim
x→∞

Fn∗(x)

F (x)
= n.

Through this extension we have, among others, also included the log-normal and heavy-
tailed(0 < τ < 1) Weibull distribution, and now have access to a class that covers
most all of the loss distributions used for modelling individual claims data in practice.
Asymptotic formulas for this class of distributions are obtainable through theorem 4.

Theorem 4 (Compound loss in the subexponential case) Consider G as in (4.1)
with F ∈ S and suppose that (pn) satisfies

∞
∑

n=0

pn(1 + ε)n <∞, (4.7)

for some ε > 0. Then G ∈ S and

1 −G(x) ∼
∞

∑

n=0

npn(1 − F (x)), x→ ∞. (4.8)

This expression is definitely more transparent and makes intuitive sense, since in the
heavy-tailed subexponential case by definition 8 the tail of the distribution of the sum
and of the maximum are asymptotically of the same order. Hence the sum of losses
is governed by large individual losses, and therefore the distributional tail of the sum
is mainly determined by the tail of the maximum loss. (4.7) is valid for all counting
distributions with a probability generating function that is analytic in a neighborhood
of s = 1, and is hence satisfied by many distributions such as the poisson, binomial,
negative binomial and logarithmic, to mention a few.

2These results follows from the so called Mercerian theorems. Further references can be found in
Embrechts et al. (1997).
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5 Extreme Value Theory

5.1 Asymptotics of extremes

In close connection to the preceding section, further results with applications primar-
ily intended for heavy-tailed data is presented in this section. A result in Extreme
Value Theory(EVT), as important as the central limit theorem for a sum of iid ran-
dom variables, is a theorem by Fisher and Tippett. In short, the theorem states that
if the distribution of the maximum, Mn = max{X1, . . . , Xn} of a sequence of inde-
pendent random variables Xi, with identical distribution function F converges to a
non-degenerate limit under a linear normalization, i.e. if

P ((Mn − bn)/an ≤ x) → H(x), n→ ∞ (5.1)

for some constants an > 0 and bn ∈ R, then H(x) has to be an extreme value distribu-
tion, i.e it has the form

Hξ,µ,β(x) = exp

{

−

(

1 + ξ
x− µ

β

)−1/ξ
}

, 1 + ξ
x− µ

β
≥ 0. (5.2)

The distribution function Hξ,µ,β(x) is referred to as the generalized extreme value dis-
tribution(GEV) with shape parameter ξ ∈ R, location parameter µ ∈ R and scale
parameter β > 0. The GEV is a convenient one-parameter representation of the three
standard cases of distributions where the case ξ < 0 corresponds to a Weibull distribu-
tion; the limit ξ → 0 to the Gumbel distribution and ξ > 0 to the Frechet distribution
and their maximum domain of attraction (MDA), i.e. the collection of distribution
functions for which the norming constants in (5.1) exists.

It is, in the light of the discussions in section(3.3), needed to point out that this
methodology is not valid only for heavy-tailed data. The interesting classes of cdf are
to be found within the MDA of the Frechet and Gumbel, where the right endpoint
xF of the cdf F defined as xF = sup{x ∈ R : F (x) < 1} equals ∞. We notice that
the distributions with a regularly varying tail, mentioned in section (4.3), on their own
constitute one of these classes.

Definition 9 (MDA of the Frechet) The cdf F belongs to the maximum domain of
attraction of Frechet, ξ > 0, F ∈MDA(Hξ), if and only if F (x) = x−1/ξC(x) for some
slowly varying function C.

The MDA of the Gumbel, on the other hand, is not that easy to characterize. It
contains distributions whose tails are ranging from moderately heavy(log-normal) to
very light(exponential). Thus, loss distributions in the MDA of the Frechet construct
a subclass of the sub-exponential distributions, but the latter also spans into the MDA
of the Gumbel.

The Fischer-Tippett theorem suggests fitting the GEV directly to data on sample
maxima through for example maximum likelihood. Other methods exploring the in-
creasing sequence of upper order statistics like the Pickands- and Hill-estimators also
exist, see Embrechts et al. (1997).
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5.2 Generalized Pareto distribution

If we consider a certain high threshold u and define the distribution function of excesses
over this threshold by

Fu(x) = P (X − u ≤ x | X > u) =
F (x+ u) − F (u)

1 − F (u)
, (5.3)

for 0 < x < xF −u, with the right endpoint xF defined as above. Then another way to
tail estimation opens up in the following theorem characterizing the MDA(Hξ).

Theorem 5 (General pareto limit) Suppose F is a cdf with excess distribution Fu,
u ≥ 0. Then, for ξ ∈ R, F ∈MDA(Hξ) if and only if there exists a positive measurable
function β(u) so that

lim
u↑xF

sup
0≤x≤xF−u

| F u(x) −Gξ,β(u)(x) |= 0.

Gξ,β(u)(x) denotes the tail of the generalized pareto distribution(GPD) defined as

Gξ,β(µ)(x) = 1 −

(

1 + ξ
x

β

)−1/ξ

,

where β > 0, and the support is x ≥ 0 when ξ ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ x ≤ −σ/ξ when ξ < 0,
and where β is a function of the threshold u. Equivalently for x − u ≥ 0 the dis-
tribution function of the ground-up exceedances Fu(x − u), may be approximated by
Gξ,β(µ)(x − u) = Gξ,µ,β(µ)(x). Thus if we choose a high enough threshold, the data
above the threshold is expected to show generalized Pareto behavior. The choice of
threshold is a crucial part of the estimation procedure, and will be dealt with in the
numerical illustration in section 8.

By the poisson process limit law for a binomial process, the (normalized) times of
excesses of the high level u should asymptotically occur as a poisson process. Moreover,
it can be shown that the number of exceedances and excesses are asymptotically inde-
pendent. The class of GPDs has an appealing property with applications in the area of
(re-)insurance; it is closed with respect to changes in the threshold. This means that
given a threshold u, we can obtain the distribution function for excesses of a higher
level u+v(v > 0), by taking the conditional distribution of an excess u given it is larger
then v, re-normalized by subtracting v, and get

Gξ,β(x+ v)

Gξ,β(v)
= 1 −

(

1 + ξ x+v
β

)−1/ξ

(

1 + ξ v
β

)−1/ξ
= 1 −

(

1 + ξ
x

β + vξ

)−1/ξ

. (5.4)

This is again GPD distributed with the same shape parameter ξ, but with scale pa-
rameter β + vξ.

Different methods for parameter estimation in the GPD setup include maximum
likelihood and the method of probability weighted moments(PWM). Hosking & Wallis
(1987) concludes that maximum likelihood estimators will generally be outperformed
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by the latter in small samples when it is likely that the shape parameter is 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 0.4.
For any heavy tailed data with ξ ≥ 0.5, Rootzen & Tajvidi (1996) show that the max-
imum likelihood estimates are consistent whereas the PWM estimates are biased. In
strong favor of maximum likelihood estimation is the possible extension to more com-
plicated models without major changes in methodology. For ξ > −0.5 the maximum
likelihood regularity conditions are satisfied and maximum likelihood estimates will be
asymptotically normal distributed, see Hosking & Wallis (1987).
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6 Numerical Evaluation of the Compound Sum

Two methods have been widely used in the actuarial field to numerically calculate
the compound loss distribution. The fast Fourier transform is an algorithm inverting
the characteristic function to obtain densities of discrete r.v. The Panjer recursion
calculates recursively the probability of discrete outcomes of the compound loss r.v.
Both methods require discretization of the claim severity distribution. In theory, the
discretization error in these methods can always be controlled and any desirable degree
of accuracy could be achieved, though it might be too computer intensive to have
practical applications.

Bühlmann (1984) initiates a numerical performance comparison between Fourier
transform approach and Panjer’s recursive approach. This is done in the manner of
counting the number of complex multiplications rather than measuring the computa-
tional effort in terms of real computing time used. The author formulates a performance
criteria3 and concludes that the inversion method would beat the recursion for large
s(s ≥ 255), where s denotes the number of arithmetic domain points for the loss dis-
tribution. Due to its more informative nature and the increased computer capacity of
today, the recursion approach will be used here.

6.1 Panjer recursion

The poisson distribution satisfies the recursive property

pn = e−λλ
n

n!
= e−λ λn−1

(n− 1)!
·
λ

n
=
λ

n
pn−1

with initial value p0 = e−λ. This is a special case of the recursion formula

pn = pn−1

(

a+
b

n

)

(6.1)

with a = 0 and b = λ. Panjer (1981) proved that if a claim number distribution satisfies
(6.1), then for an arbitrary continuous loss distribution the following recursion holds
for the compound loss density function

g(x) = p1f(x) +

∫ x

0

(

a+
by

x

)

f(y)g(x− y)dy (6.2)

and in the case of a discrete loss distribution

g(i) =
i

∑

j=1

(

a+
bj

i

)

f(j)g(i− j), i = 1, 2, . . . (6.3)

with the initial value g(0) = p0, if f(0) = 0, and g(0) =
∑∞

i=0 pif(0)i, if f(0) > 0.
Besides the poisson, the only members of the family of distributions satisfying (6.1)
has been shown to be the binomial-, negative binomial- and geometric distribution.

3Only real multiplications are performed in the recursion whereas practically only complex multi-
plications are performed in the Fourier transform and is therefore penalized.
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Below a proof of (6.2) will be given using two relations. The first relation is simply
the recursive definition of convolutions

∫ x

0
f(y)fn∗(x− y)dy = f (n+1)∗(x) n = 1, 2, 3, . . .

Next, the conditional density of X1 given X1 + · · · +Xn = x is given by

fX1
(y | X1 + · · · +Xn+1 = x) =

fX1
(y)fX1+···+Xn+1

(x | X1 = y)

fX1+···+Xn+1
(x)

=
fX1

(y)fX1+···+Xn
(x− y)

fX1+···+Xn+1
(x)

=
f(y)f (n)∗(x− y)

f (n+1)∗(x)

and thus the expression for the expected value is

E[X1 | X1 + · · · +Xn+1 = x] =

∫ x

0
y
f(y)f (n)∗(x− y)

f (n+1)∗(x)
dy. (6.4)

As a result of symmetry in the elements of the sum, the conditional mean of any element
of a sum consisting of n + 1 independent and identically distributed elements, given
that the sum is exactly equal to x, is

E[X1 | X1 + · · · +Xn+1 = x] =
1

(n+ 1)

n+1
∑

j=1

E[Xj | X1 + · · · +Xn+1 = x]

=
1

(n+ 1)
E[X1 + · · · +Xn+1 | X1 + · · · +Xn+1 = x] =

x

(n+ 1)
. (6.5)

Combining (6.4) and (6.5) then give the second relation

∫ x

0
y
f(y)f (n)∗(x− y)

f (n+1)∗(x)
dy =

x

(n+ 1)

or
1

(n+ 1)
f (n+1)∗(x) =

1

x

∫ x

0
yf(y)f (n)∗(x− y)dy.

Using the above relations it follows that the compound loss density function g will
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satisfy

g(x) =
∞

∑

n=1

pnf
n∗(x)

= p1f(x) +
∞

∑

n=2

pnf
n∗(x)

= p1f(x) +
∞

∑

n=1

pn+1f
(n+1)∗(x)

= p1f(x) +
∞

∑

n=1

pn

(

a+
b

(n+ 1)

)

f (n+1)∗(x)

= p1f(y) + a
∞

∑

n=1

pn

∫ x

0
f(y)f (n)∗(x− y)dy + b

∞
∑

n=1

pn
1

x

∫ x

0
yf(y)f (n)∗(x− y)dy

= p1f(y) + a

∫ x

0
f(y)

∞
∑

n=1

pnf
(n)∗(x− y)dy +

b

x

∫ x

0
yf(y)

∞
∑

n=1

pnf
(n)∗(x− y)dy

= p1f(x) +

∫ x

0

(

a+
by

x

)

f(y)g(x− y)dy.

The recursion formula has been generalized, for example by extending the recursion
approach to a wider set of claim number distributions with mixing distributions other
than the gamma distribution(i.e. the negative binomial), and for the case of possible
negative losses.

6.2 Methods of arithmetization

When the loss distribution is in continuous form there are two different approaches
available for the numerical evaluation of the recursion formula. First, the integral
equation (6.2) could be given a numerical solution; Ströter (1985) recognize equation
(6.2) as a solution of a Volterra integral equation of the second kind and use methods
developed in the field of numerical analysis. Since equation (6.2) presuppose a contin-
uous loss distribution, no approximation is done in this sense. However, the integral
in the recursion formula needs to be approximated and that is done by choosing a
proper quadrature rule, where the weights can be determined by the use of Simpson’s
rule. This can be done in a single- or multi-step fashion, and the advantage of such
methods is that error estimates have been developed and the methods are shown to be
numerically stable.

The second approach is to discretisize the continuous loss distribution into an arith-
metic distribution with a span of any size and apply recursion formula (6.3) directly.
The advantage of this approach is that it is applicable for any type of loss distribution
with positive severity. For reasons that are revealed in section (8.2), this will be the
method used in the thesis. Various methods of arithmetization exists, where the two
simplest are the method of rounding and the method of local moments matching, which
are described in Panjer & Willmot (1992). The method of rounding concentrates the
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probability mass of the loss distribution in intervals of span h into the midpoints of
the respective interval. Then an approximation to the original distribution is obtained
through the discrete distribution fk = Prob{X = kh} = FX(kh+h/2)−FX(kh−h/2)
for k = 1, 2, . . . and f0 = FX(h/2). Hence fk takes on the values 0, h, 2h, . . ., and the
same goes for gk.

A drawback of the rounding method is that the expected value of fk is not neces-
sarily equal to the mean of the true distribution, and likewise for higher moments. In
order to improve the approximation, the method of local moments matching impose a
restriction to ensure that the approximate distribution preserves an arbitrary number
of raw moments of the original distribution. Of course, when using more sophisticated
methods one might reduce the size of the span h needed in the arithmetization. How-
ever this method will not be used here, and instead we refer to Panjer & Willmot (1992)
for further information. Daykin et al. (1994) remarks that the number of arithmetic
operations needed to calculate gk = g(k) is of the order of 5 ·π ·r ·λ ·m/h, where λ is the
expected number of claims, m is the mean loss size and π is a multiplier indicating up
to how many multiples of the expected value m·n of the compound loss distribution the
calculation has to be extended, until the remaining probability mass can be regarded
as insignificant.
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7 Generalized Linear Models

7.1 Exponential family of distributions

The Poisson distribution discussed in earlier sections belongs to the exponential family
of distributions which constitutes the main building block in generalized linear mod-
els. The distribution of the response variable Y belongs to the exponential family of
distributions if its probability density function can be written as

fY (y; θ, φ) = exp

{

yθ − b(θ)

α(φ)
+ c(y, φ)

}

(7.1)

for specified functions a(·), b(·) and c(·).The function a(φ) is commonly of the form φ/ω,
where φ is a dispersion parameter, and ω is a known parameter referred to as weight
or prior weight. The parameter θ is called the canonical parameter of the distribution.
This family includes, among others, also the normal- and binomial distribution.

The mean and variance of Y can be derived by taking the log-likelihood function of
(7.1), to be specified in the next section, and by properties of conditional expectation
solve for

E

(

∂l

∂θ

)

= 0

and

E

(

∂2l

∂θ2

)

+ E

(

∂l

∂θ

)2

= 0

respectively. Note that we consider φ and y being given. If φ is unknown, (7.1) may or
may not belong to the exponential family. The equations lead to

E(Y ) = µ = b′(θ) (7.2)

and
V ar(Y ) = b′′(θ)a(φ). (7.3)

Provided that the function b′(·) has an inverse, which is defined to be the case, the
canonical parameter θ = b′−1(µ), is a known function of µ. The variance of Y consists
of two parts; b′′(θ), depending only on the mean through the canonical parameter, and
independent of the other part, a(φ), defined above. The function v(µ) = b′′(θ) is called
the variance function.

When treating questions about inference, it will be shown through the concept
of Quasi-likelihood how knowledge of the first two moments above might be the only
information required in the modelling of the response Y .

7.2 Generalized linear model

The next step is to establish the link between the expected value and the explanatory
risk factors(variables). However, before proceeding we need to reconnect to the intro-
ductional discussion around causal analysis and reflect on the assumptions underlying
this model. An important characteristic of the GLMs is that they require indepen-
dent observations and this is an assumption that may be violated in practise due to
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serial correlation. Another necessity for the structure to be presented below is that the
covariates that influence the mean are fixed. This means that they can be measured
effectively without error and are known for the next period of observation. In contrast
to the incorporation of random intensity in the short term, discussed in section 4.1,
economic cycles and serial correlation might be modelled through the inclusion of ran-
dom effects. These extensions, and more such as time-series and state-space modelling,
are extensively discussed in Fahrmeir & Tutz (1994). In this basic setup, time might
enter as an additional covariate providing estimates of changes in response levels from
period to period and consistency of parameter trends over time.

The covariates Zj and their associated parameters βj enter the model through a
linear predictor

η =

p
∑

j=1

βjZj = Z′β,

and are linked to the mean, µ, of the modelling distribution through a monotonic,
differentiable(link) function g with inverse g−1, such that

g(µ) = η or µ = g−1(η).

At this point it is not required to specify the type(i.e continuous, dummy variables for
level of factors or a mixture of both) of the covariates. However, we will in the sequel
use the notion risk factors to emphasize the background in causal analysis, and for
compliance with the assumption of categorical variables in the numerical analysis.

By definition it follows that b′ is monotone, and together with relation (7.2) this
implies that θ itself is monotone function of µ, hence it can be used to define a link
function. The special choice of g = b′−1 gives what is called the canonical link and we
get

g(µ) = θ(µ) = η = Z′β.

Indications have already been given that estimation and inference in this model is
based on Maximum likelihood theory. Let i = 1, . . . ,m denote the total number of units
in a cross-classified grid of cells, defined for every combination of preselected levels of
risk factors. If the observations are distributed as (7.1), then the log-likelihood of the
sample of m independent random variables as a function of θ is

`(θ;φ,y) =
1

φ

∑

i

wi(yiθi − b(θi)) +
∑

i

c(yi, φ, wi). (7.4)

Since φ appears as a factor in the likelihood, it is seen that it will not affect the point
estimate of the βj . However, φ or a consistent estimate, is needed in the computation
of the covariance matrices of the Maximum likelihood estimators(MLE) and will thus
inflate the measure of precision(i.e. confidence bands) of the parameter-estimates.

The likelihood as a function of β, instead of θ, is obtained by taking the inverse of
relation (7.2) in combination with the link-function, and is called the score function

SN (β) =
∂`

∂βj
=

∑

i

∂`i
∂θi

∂θi

∂µi

∂µi

∂ηi

∂ηi

∂βj
. (7.5)
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By inserting the various parameter relationships from above, we get the maximum
likelihood equations,

∂`

∂βj
=

∑

i

wi
yi − µi

φv(µi)g′(µi)
zij = 0 ∀j. (7.6)

These equations can in general not be given an explicit4 solution. Two iterative methods
solving the problem are the well known Newton-Raphson or a modification called the
Fisher-scoring algorithm5. The negative of the matrix of second derivatives of the
log-likelihood function, the observed information matrix (or in the modified case its
expected value),

HN = −
∂2`

∂βj∂βk
(7.7)

is used to iterate towards the roots. A complete scheme of the iteration process may
be found in McCullagh & Nelder (1983) p.31ff.

From (7.5) and (7.6), it is noticed that ∂µi

∂βj
= 1

g′(µ)zij is depending only on the

choice of link-function. Thus, the contribution of the choice of distribution function
from each observation to the MLE is

wi(yi − µi)

φv(µi)
=

yi − µi

Var(Yi)
.

That is as already stressed, knowledge of only the first two moments. This feature can
be taken advantage of by introducing the (log-)quasi-likelihood function

q(y;µ) =
∑

i

qi =
∑

i

wi

∫ µi

yi

yi − s

φv(s)
ds,

which give parameter estimates with similar asymptotic properties to the MLE and
identical for the class of distributions defined by (7.1). The negative binomial distribu-
tion could, even though it is not in the exponential family, thus be modelled by setting
E(Y ) = µ, choosing the variance function v(µ) = µ + 1

kµ
2 and dispersion-parameter

φ = 1. Estimation of the variance function parameter k and quasi-likelihood in general,
are discussed in Renshaw (1994).

7.3 Poisson regression and log-linear models

Since we have categorical insurance data at hand, we have to adjust our model to this
particular feature. For every i = 1, . . . ,m we are observing the number of claims Ni,
relative to the exposure ei undertaken during the period analyzed, in other words the
claim frequency Yi = Ni

ei
. If we let µNi

= E[Ni] denote the expected number of claims,
then

f(yi; θ, φ) = P (Yi = yi) = P (Ni = eiyi) = e−eiµNi
(eiµNi

)eiyi

(eiyi)!

= exp {ei[yilog(µNi
) − µNi

] + eiyilog(ei) − log(eiyi!)} .

4One exception is the general linear(normal) model.
5If a canonical link is used, the two algorithms coincide.
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This leads to a third assumption made in this setup. The exposure is regarded as a
known constant ei, and for predictive purposes therefore needs to be given in the next
period of observation. ei will in the likelihood equations appear as a known regression
coefficient with value one and such terms are called offsets.

The choice of the link function is of course of outmost importance. Within the
insurance industry there has been an extensive debate whether additive, multiplicative
or possible mixture models should be used. One obvious reason in favor of the log-link
is that it cannot give raise to negative fitted values for the frequency. In Brockman
& Wright (1992) appendix B, the authors conclude that a choice of a multiplicative
model in general will perform better, based on the greater need for interaction terms
in additive models to achieve the same fit. As for goodness of fit-measure they use the
deviance, which will be defined in section 8.1, and for these reasons the log-link will be
used in the numerical illustration. Assuming no interaction terms in the model, this
implies that the relative change in claims frequency among different levels within one
factor remains the same over all other factors. This is a property easily communicated
within the organization.
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8 Application

8.1 Frequency modelling

We will start by analyzing the frequency of losses that may strike the company. The
analysis will proceed as follows:

• the initial model includes all factors that may effect the expected loss frequency

• before reducing the model, test for possible interaction between factors

• dimension reduction through exclusion of insignificant factors by comparison of
two alternative models

• adjust grouping(band-with) of classes(levels) within factors

In a full-scale application it must be kept in mind, when departing from normal-theory
linear models, that statistical hypothesis testing may often be based on approximative
asymptotic theory and the model-fitting process must in doubtful situations be founded
on subjective judgement. It is important that the final model makes sense, meaning
that rational practical explanations to the model selected can be found.

Table (2.4) give a marginal summary of the factors, corresponding levels and number
of claims at each level. Following the model outlined in the preceding section this leads
to formulation of the following initial model:

ln(expected number of claims)

= β0 + ln(exposure)

+ (effect due to factor A)

+ (effect due to factor B)

+ (effect due to factor C)

+ (effect due to factor D)

Base levels(with βj = 1) have to be chosen for each factor to avoid over-parametrization
of the model, and are taken to be the levels with the greatest amount of exposure as:

A - level 3 B - level 5 C - level 1 D - level 4

Let `(µ̂) denote the log-likelihood for the sample as a function of the maximum
likelihood estimate µ̂, and let `(y) denote the log-likelihood of the full(saturated) model.
In absence of observations having the same linear components, the saturated model will
in equation (7.4) have m parameters and its likelihood function will be larger than any
other likelihood function for these observations6. Then, the scaled deviance7, D∗, is
defined as twice the difference of the log-likelihood functions,

D∗ = D∗(y, µ̂) = 2[`(y) − `(µ̂)],

6Assuming the same probability distribution and link function.
7Leaving the notion for the deviance as D = φD∗ for specific distributions.
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assuming that the dispersion parameter is the same in `(y) and `(µ̂). When the response
is binomial- or poisson distributed, it can be shown that D∗ asymptotically tends
towards the chi-square distribution8.

A more important and widely used approach including the deviance, is for compar-
ison of the goodness of fit of two alternative models against each other. This is often
referred to as likelihood-ratio testing. The models tested need to be hierarchical, that
is, they need to have the same probability distribution(also identical dispersion param-
eter) and link function, but the linear component of the simpler model is a special case
of the more general model. In line with ordinary analysis of variance, we formulate
a null hypothesis, H0 and an alternate more general hypothesis, HA. If both models
describe data well then the model under HA gives raise to a deviance of DA under n−p
degrees of freedom and the model under H0 gives deviance D0 under n− q degrees of
freedom. Under appropriate regularity conditions the difference,

∆D =
D∗(y, µ̂(0)) −D∗(y, µ̂(A))

φ
= D(y, µ̂(0)) −D(y, µ̂(A)),

is chi-squared distributed with p− q degrees of freedom.
In a non-idealized situation one may have reason to expect heterogeneity across

risks within each cross-sectional unit, which would increase the variance above the
level of the mean. Since we are dealing with aggregated data, we will initially allow for
over-dispersion9 by departing from the assumption of φ = 1, and estimate φ from the
data, before making further judgements. One possible choice is the, in McCullagh &
Nelder (1983), recommended Pearson’s chi-squared or ”moment-estimator”,

φ̂ =
1

n− r

∑

i

wi
(yi − µ̂i)

2

v(µ̂i)
. (8.1)

Estimation of φ is done under the more general hypothesis HA. The estimator, φ̂,
may lead ∆D to having a non-central chi-square distribution. However, when basing
the estimate of φ on (8.1) then (N − p)φ̂/φ is asymptotically chi-squared distributed
with n− p degrees of freedom, see McCullagh & Nelder (1983). Thus, the asymptotic
distribution of

F =
DA −D0

(p− q)φ̂

is the F-distribution with p− q and n− p degrees of freedom assuming that the nom-
inator and denominator are approximately independent. The F-test cannot be used
objectively to test whether a particular model taken in isolation provides a good fit,
but can only compare two hierarchical models as described above.

Having established the necessary goodness of fit-statistics, we now are ready to
begin the analysis. The total number of cross-sectional units is 5 × 6 × 5 × 6 = 900
for both data sets. However there are only 868 and 872 units with non-zero exposure
which will contribute to the likelihood function, in the MR and PI data respectively.

8For response variables with other distributions, D∗ may only be approximately chi-squared.
9Parameter estimates are still computed using the poisson log-likelihood but the concept of quasi-

likelihood is then indirectly adapted.
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For each unit we are given the levels of each of the rating factors, the exposure and the
number of claims. For illustration purposes a more detailed summary of the results will
be given for the MR claims and less attention is paid to the PI claims. The majority
of the tables are given in the appendix.

The dispersion parameter is from the MR data, with main effects only, estimated to
φ̂MR = 1, 15. Hence, the risks within each unit do not conform to a perfectly homoge-
nous poisson process, and we will therefore use φ̂MR under the poisson log-likelihood.
As already pointed out, this will not affect the point estimates. Table 10 in the ap-
pendix gives a summary of the deviances and degrees of freedom obtained, when fitting
first the main effects only, and then the main effects plus each two-factor interaction
in turn. Given φ̂MR the F-test is used to determine if the additional parameters in the
alternative model significantly contribute to a better description of the data. None of
the interaction terms proves to be significant at the standard 5 % level. When including
A ∗B in the model, the observed information matrix (7.7) is not positive definite, and
the Newton-Raphson algorithm does not converge. Therefore, this figure is excluded
from the table. Since interaction terms makes the model considerably more difficult
to interpret, there would have to be strong indications before such terms would be
included.

The frequency analysis proceeds with the aim to reduce the dimension of the model
by investigating the significance of each factor and evaluating the existing grouping of
levels within factors. The parameter estimates, along with their standard errors, are
given in table 11. The first intercept parameter I is for the combination of base levels
within each factor and the estimate is left out due to confidentiality. In this multiplica-
tive setting the remaining parameters are the natural logarithms of the multiplicative
relativities, and represent the claim frequency in other units relative to the base com-
bination. Using the standard 1.96 times the estimated standard error we can construct
approximate confidence bands to locate significant levels within each factor.

First we notice that factor B faces large standard errors in relation to the parameter
estimates throughout all levels. This indicates that this factor may not contribute in
explantation of the random variation. This is confirmed by a sequential exclusion of the
factors one by one, following the theory outlined above, which give factor B an F-value of
only 0.09 on 5 and 849 degrees of freedom. Factor B is therefore excluded from further
analysis. Moreover there are noticeable opportunities for further reduction through
pooling of data from different levels within each factor. For example we mention factor
A; level 1 and 2. Level 1 faces a large standard error due to low exposure and it is then
better to pool level 1 with level 2. In practice this should be done in accordance with
the natural order or ranking between levels. After refitting the model and examining
the estimates the final choice is shown in table 3. The model contains three factors with
four levels each, giving 64 cross-sectional units(i.e. which are to be super-positioned
into one poisson process depending on the exposure). The levels of Factor C show the
largest range, a three time difference between level 1 and 5.

Table 4 gives the final choice for the PI data. Interaction-tests and the main effects
model are given in table 12 and 13. Worth noticing here is that the dispersion parameter
is initially estimated to φ̂ = 0.96. For this reason φ is held fixed, equal to 1, and
hierarchical models are tested using the chi-square statistic. The final model contains
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in total 30 cross-sectional units with factor B showing the largest range. Keeping in
mind the illustrative purpose of this example, a full-scale application would, if at hand,
initially contain a large number of possible risk factors. Many of them would probably
be measured on a continuous scale.

Parameter Lower CL Estimate Upper CL

I -
A(1-2) 0.49 0.64 0.84
A(3) 1 1 1
A(4) 1.22 1.45 1.72
A(5) 1.00 1.21 1.46
C(1) 1 1 1
C(2) 1.04 1.24 1.47
C(3-4) 1.58 1.91 2.30
C(5) 2.35 3.09 4.06
D(1) 1.20 1.49 1.84
D(2-3) 1.04 1.24 1.49
D(4) 1 1 1
D(5-6) 1.20 1.49 1.85

Table 3: The MR data: estimated relativities with 95% confidence bands for selected
factors in the final model with grouping of original levels in brackets.

Parameter Lower CL Estimate Upper CL

I -
A(1-2) 0.53 0.69 0.91
A(3-5) 1 1 1
B(1) 1.92 2.53 3.32
B(2-4) 1.19 1.42 1.68
B(5-6) 1 1 1
D(1) 1.15 1.42 1.76
D(2) 1.10 1.35 1.66
D(3-4) 1 1 1
D(5) 1.08 1.50 2.08
D(6) 0.68 0.92 1.25

Table 4: The PI data: estimated relativities with 95% confidence bands for selected
factors in the final model with grouping of original levels in brackets.

We will conclude this section with the generation of two stress-scenarios, for the
number of claims in a future planning period, and thereby generate inputs to the
computation of risk measures. Cruz (2002), section 12.3, fits normal linear regression
models to the operational loss severity, using risk factors(called control environment
factors), and performing stress-tests by laboring with these factors. Here we will create
scenarios in much the same spirit, by moving the exposure observed in the last month
between different cross-sectional units. The scenarios are shown in table 5.
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λ̂ MR PI

Last month est. 13.63 8.08
Scenario 1 est. 9.08 5.14
Scenario 2 est. 33.90 16.83

Table 5: Last month: Exposure during next month as observed by last month. Scenario
1: distributing last month exposures uniformly, over the a and b ’best’ units for MR
and PI respectively. Scenario 2: distributing last month exposures uniformly, over the
a and b ’worst’ units for MR and PI respectively.

8.2 Loss modelling

Turning to the modelling of the loss severity distributions, as already stressed, the two
data sets were chosen to resemble the different characteristics of losses one may confront
when dealing with operational risks. The characteristics of the data sets were given in
section 2. The time-series plot and log histogram for the MR data do not show any
signs of heavy tailed behavior. In the PI data on the other hand, the main part of
the claims can be considered fairly small but here we also seem to face large(extreme)
claims on a regular10 basis. In particular, the three biggest claims together sum to
approximately 46% of the total claim amount.

In addition to figure 1 in section 2, the characteristics are further emphasized when
plotting the empirical mean excess functions of both data sets in figure 3. The sample
mean excess function is defined by

en(u) =

∑n
i=1(xi − u)+
∑n

i=1 1xi>u
,

that is, the sum of the excesses over the threshold u divided by the number of excesses.
en(u) is then plotted with u ranging between xn:n < u < x1:n where xi:n denotes the i:th
order statistic of the sample. Thus, the sample mean excess function is the empirical
estimate of the mean excess function, defined as e(u) = E[X − u | X > u], which
we recall from section 3 as a shifted version of the CV aR risk measure. A graphical
representation of the mean excess function, of some standard distributions, is given in
Embrechts et al. (1997) p.29. If the points show an upward trend, then this is a sign
of heavy-tailed behavior. For exponentially distributed data a horizontal line would be
expected and data from a short tailed distribution would show a downward trend.

In Hogg & Klugman (1984) p.177 a detailed flow-chart is presented, as a guide in
fitting loss distributions. They propose to minimize objective functions(i.e. maximum
likelihood) for different distributional models and make a first selection among the
models returning the lowest values. To make the final selection the theoretical limited
expected value function, E[min(X, d)], is also compared to its empirical counterpart.
To start with two parameter models are chosen, and in order to test these models
against their three-parameter(higher order) generalizations, likelihood ratio statistics
are used.

10We are here, by making the assumption of a homogeneous poisson distribution for the loss frequency,
implicitly also making the assumption that the poisson process limit law in section 5.2. is fulfilled.
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Figure 3: Mean excess plots for the MR and PI data respectively.

For the MR data we now feel quite confident that a good approximation is to
be found among the light-tailed distributions, and the intention here is not to make a
thorough survey among possible candidates. Therefore, only the Weibull(τ > 1) and the
gamma distribution are considered. The likelihood function will provide the objective
measure of fit, and the model producing the smallest value of ` = −lnL =

∑

i lnfX(xi)
will be judged to be superior11. The resulting parameter estimates are shown in Table
6.

Distribution Estimated parameter values `

Gamma α̂ = 1.170, β̂ = 0.997 1042.68
Weibull ĉ = 0.817, τ̂ = 1.074 1045.45

Exponential α = 1.000, β̂ = ρ̂ = 1.173 1100.77

Table 6: The maximum likelihood-estimates of parameters obtained, when fitting the
gamma and Weibull(τ > 1) distribution to the MR data. The exponential distribution
is added as a reference.

The exponential distribution with pdf f(x) = ρe−ρx can be replicated both from
the gamma, with pdf f(x) = βαΓ(α)−1xα−1e−βx, and from the Weibull, with pdf
f(x) = cτxτ−1e−cxτ

. Hence, the estimates α̂ ≈ 1 and τ̂ ≈ 1 indicates that the estimated
distributions are close in shape to the exponential distribution. Thus the exponential
has been added to table 6 as a reference, and the objective measure ` is obtained
through the two-parameter gamma log-likelihood. The similarity is confirmed by a
quantile-quantile(QQ) plot against the exponential distribution, shown to the left in
figure 4. The points should look roughly linear if the sample came from the reference
distribution(or a linear transformation of the same). One of the main merits of the QQ-
plot is the easy detection of outliers in the data. As expected the MR data adequately
conforms around the straight line.

To the right in figure 4, the PI data is plotted against the exponential distribution,

11We note that adequacy test of distributions like Anderson-Darling and Kolmogorov-Smirnov good-
ness of fit statistics may also have been used.
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Figure 4: QQ-plots for motor rescue and personal injury data respectively

and the concave departure from the straight line indicates a heavier tailed distribution.
We have now seen several indications of heavy-tailed behavior for the PI data. In fact,
suppose that X has a GPD with parameters ξ < 1 and β, then the mean excess function
is

e(u) = E[X − u | X > u] =
β + ξu

1 − ξ
, β + ξu > 0.

Thus, if the empirical plot seems to follow a straight line with a positive slope above a
certain value u, there is an indication of the excesses following a GPD with a positive
shape parameter.

Recall figure 3, the mean excess plot for the PI data is sufficiently straight over all
values of u emphasizing the fit of an GPD, and it is difficult to pinpoint a superior unique
choice from only the visual inspection of the same. The choice of threshold is a trade-off,
since a value too high results in a estimation based on only a few data points, and thus
gives highly variable estimates whereas a value too low gives biased estimates since
the limit theorem may not apply. To reinforce judgement, the maximum likelihood
estimates for the shape parameter in GPDs fitted across a variety of thresholds are
shown in figure 5.
The shape parameter shows a relatively stable behavior, for threshold-values in the
wide range approximately between 15 to 60(number of excesses ranging between 157
and 60), with ξ fluctuating between 0.73 and 0.79. Within this interval, the choice
of threshold may seem somewhat arbitrary. To be more on the conservative side and
increasing the likelihood of large losses, we have chosen the threshold u = 30 giving
ξ = 0.7853 with standard error s.e.=0.1670. By making this final choice of threshold,
we have an estimate of the excess distribution (5.3), (i.e. the conditional distribution
of claims given that they exceed the threshold). Transforming the location and scale
parameters according to (5.4), we can show the fit to the whole PI data set by plotting
the estimated distribution function against the empirical distribution function, defined
as Fn = n−1

∑n
i=1 1xi≤x. This is done in figure 6.

Figure 6 also exhibits the last concern in the modelling of the heavy-tailed loss
distribution; how to treat the losses that falls beneath the threshold? As shown in
section 4.3, the behavior of the aggregated loss is in the heavy tailed case completely
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Figure 6: The GPD fitted above the threshold u = 30.
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determined by the tail of the loss distribution, and claims beneath the threshold is in
that sense of less importance. Thus for the losses under the threshold of 30, we have
in the next section chosen the simplest possible estimator; the empirical distribution
function Fn above. This is done even though, as noticed in figure 6, it shows some
irregular behavior. Another reasonable non-parametric approach would be to use a
kernel-estimated distribution, which would smooth out these irregularities.

8.3 Stress testing and evaluation of risk measures

In the previous section, it is shown how the shape parameter in the GPD model is
affected by the choice of threshold, and this may cause a great deal of uncertainty.
Inference is based on the data points in the far end tail-area of the distribution. Hence,
it is also important to investigate its sensibility to the largest losses. Table 7 shows the
resulting shape parameter estimate under different scenarios, such as removing/adding
claims or after assuming an over/under-estimate of the largest claim by 20 and 40
percent respectively, for the chosen threshold.

Scenario Threshold(u) Excesses Shape(ξ) s.e.

Original estimate 30 107 0.785 0.170
x1:n(+20%) 30 107 0.794 0.170
x1:n(+40%) 30 107 0.801 0.171
x1:n(-20%) 30 107 0.775 0.169
x1:n(-40%) 30 107 0.761 0.169
x1:n(removed) 30 106 0.634 0.161
x1:n, x2:n(removed) 30 105 0.536 0.156
x1:n+1(=10 000, added) 30 108 0.914 0.179

Table 7: Let xi:n denote the i:th order statistic, where x1:n = max(x1 . . . xn) is the
maximum loss in the data set. Hypothetical scenarios applied to the given loss(-es) are
described in brackets.

Our original GPD model turns out to be robust against both over- and underesti-
mates of the largest loss, with ξ̂ ranging in a ’narrow’ interval of 0.76 to 0.80. However,
we should be aware of the standard errors and, since inference is sensitive to small
changes in the parameters, parameter uncertainty cannot be neglected. Furthermore,
dropping the largest loss from the data set reduces the shape parameter estimate to
0.634. Removing the next largest loss causes an even larger reduction in the estimate.
If we instead introduce a new larger loss of 10000 to the data set(the previous largest
being 7984), ξ̂ goes up to 0.914. Hence in our case data uncertainty seems to be more
serious than both model uncertainty(in regard to choosing an appropriate threshold)
and parameter uncertainty. Estimates are very sensitive to the largest observed losses,
and this should be kept in mind when pooling data across banks or when introducing
hypothetical shadow(i.e. expert estimates) losses to the actual loss statistics.

We now turn to the estimation of the risk measures. We start with exploring the
theoretical limit theorems of section 4.3. The VaR measure for the two cases can be
obtained through direct inversion of (4.6) and (4.8) respectively. For the CVaR measure
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we consider the integral-part in the following expression obtained through integration
by parts, with the notation from section 4.3 kept, as

E(S | S > x) = x+ E(S − x | S > x) = x+
1

1 −G(x)

∫ ∞

x
1 −G(t)dt. (8.2)

Asymptotic approximations are then obtained when integrating over the tail of G12.
We do not intend to perform this calculation in the light-tailed case, but instead just
show the result and refer to Teugels and Willmot(1987) for details. The integral in
(8.2) is given by

∫ ∞

x
1 −G(t)dt ∼

eκxJ(x)

κ2(2πλL′′
X(κ))1/2

[e−λ(1−LX(κ)) − e−λ], x→ ∞,

where J(x) ∼ 1. Recall from theorem 3 that κ is affected by λ = E(N) through the
solution of −λL′

X(κ) = x.
In the heavy-tailed sub-exponential case we have concluded that we are in the

domain of attraction of the Frechet since 1
α = ξ ≈ 0.8 > 0. Thus, we have

Gξ,β(µ)(x) =

(

1 + ξ
x

β

)−1/ξ

∼

(

β

ξ

)1/ξ

x−1/ξ (8.3)

with the slowly varying function C(X) = (β/ξ)1/ξ, a constant. Now, making use of
relation (4.8), (8.2) and (8.3), we get

E(S | S > x) ∼ x+
1

E(N)(1 − F (x))

∫ ∞

x
E(N)(1 − F (t))dt

∼ x+
1

x−αC(x)

∫ ∞

x
t−αC(t)dt

= x+
1

x−αC(x)
x−α+1

∫ ∞

1
β−αC(xβ)dβ

= x+ x

∫ ∞

1
β−αC(xβ)

C(x)
dβ

∼ x+ x

∫ ∞

1
β−αdβ

= x+ x
1

α− 1

= x(1 +
1

α− 1
), given α > 1.

In this case CVaR is only affected by the loss distribution, since E(N) appears as a
scaling factor and hence is conditioned away.

Table 8 and 9 summarizes the values of the risk-measures, at three standard levels of
α(0.95, 0.99 and 0.999), obtained through the recursion procedure and the asymptotic
formulas. To give a short recap of the input, we use the expected number of losses,

12Note the connection to the integral representation of CVaR in section 3.
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given the three scenarios of exposure to loss in the next period. For modelling of the
MR data set, a gamma loss distribution with parameters α = 1.17 and β = 1.00 is
chosen. Furthermore the PI data set is modelled by the observed loss distribution
with a GPD-tail having shape ξ = 0.79, location µ = −9.39 and scale β(µ) = 10.62
respectively, above the threshold of 30. Since we are modelling the loss distribution
with the empirical distribution under the threshold(i.e a mixed distribution), we are
obviously restricted to the discrete panjer recursion of (6.3). When calculating the
CVaR by means of the recursion procedure, the integral in (8.2) is rewritten and for
the resulting arithmetic distribution gives

∫ ∞

x
1 −G(t)dt = E(S) −

∫ x

0
1 −G(t)dt ≈ E(S) − h

l−1
∑

i=0

(1 −G(i)), (8.4)

with h denoting the span of the arithmetizised distribution, as described in section 6.2,
and for simplicity chosen such that x = hl, a multiple of h.

λ V aRRec
0.95 V aRApx

0.95 V aRRec
0.99 V aRApx

0.99 V aRRec
0.999 V aRApx

0.999

9.08 19.3 20.2 24.0 24.5 29.8 30.0
13.63 26.4 27.3 31.8 32.4 38.5 38.8
33.90 55.8 57.0 63.5 64.2 72.7 73.2

λ CV aRRec
0.95 CV aRApx

0.95 CV aRRec
0.99 CV aRApx

0.99 CV aRRec
0.999 CV aRApx

0.999

9.08 22.3 24.0 27.0 27.6 32.9 32.7
13.63 29.8 32.0 34.6 36.0 41.8 41.8
33.90 60.7 63.5 68.4 69.2 78.2 77.2

Table 8: Risk-measures in the MR case

λ V aRRec
0.95 V aRApx

0.95 V aRRec
0.99 V aRApx

0.99 V aRRec
0.999 V aRApx

0.999

5.14 596 491 1944 1797 11244 11079
8.08 897 711 2820 2573 16080 15814
16.83 1722 1282 5136 4597 28740 28157

λ CV aRRec
0.95 CV aRApx

0.95 CV aRRec
0.99 CV aRApx

0.99 CV aRRec
0.999 CV aRApx

0.999

5.14 2510 2289 8658 8371 55166 51611
8.08 3640 3310 12455 11987 82874 73670
16.83 6712 5974 22827 21413 157081 131169

Table 9: Risk-measures in the PI case.

In the MR case the approximative formulas overestimates the VaR measure. For
α = 0.95 the difference ranges in magnitude between 2% to 5% depending on the value
of λ. When reaching the 99.9% quantile the difference is approximately 0.7%. In the
PI case the approximate formulas underestimates the VaR by as much as 25% for λ
large and α = 0.95. When α = 0.999 the difference is reduced to approximately 2%,
which still is a considerable deviation. As seen, these deviations are directly reflected
on the CVaR measure. We also want to point out that in the PI case the recursion
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procedure becomes quite cumbersome and requires large arithmetic spans for α > 0.95
which have an impact on the accuracy of (8.4).

8.4 Software

As for the software, the GLM function in S-Plus is used to perform the iterated re-
weighted least squares in the generalized linear models. In minimization of the negative
log-likelihood function to obtain parameter estimates, the S-plus function [nlmin] which
finds a local minimum of a nonlinear function using a general quasi-newton optimizer is
used. Several functions concerning estimation techniques and exploratory data analysis
in extreme value theory are available in the finMetrics module for S-plus, and the code
is left open for anyone to make modifications.
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9 Summary and Conclusions

In the thesis we have approached the modelling of operational risk using actuarial
techniques under the assumption of independent and identically distributed data. The
ultimate goal is to calculate risk measures and to this end we need to understand
the behavior of the compound loss distribution, especially in the right tail-area. A
survey through the actuarial literature gives some theoretical background, where special
emphasis is given to the underlying individual loss distribution. A connection to causal
analysis of loss frequency is made using generalized linear models. In order to be
familiarized with the exploratory tools used in the modelling process, methods are
applied to two illustrative data-sets. Risk measures are obtained by computation of the
compound loss distribution through a recursion procedure, and furthermore compared
to asymptotic approximations. The main observations made are;

- The mathematical theory developed within the area of risk theory outlines a dis-
tinction of loss distributions in two broad categories. In an operational risk con-
text, the loss distributions covered by these categories will probably get us quite
far. The categories are the light-tailed distributions, with an existing moment
generating function, and the heavy-tailed sub-exponential distributions where
the maximum loss asymptotically determine the tail of the compound loss.

- Through GLM we have identified and linked relevant risk factors to the frequency
of losses. The poisson assumption, with partial modification for inferential pur-
pose, seem plausible in this situation. For both data sets we found three significant
factors and reduced the dimension from 900 to 30 and 64 units respectively. This
setup allows for stress-testing, and we establish three scenarios of exposure to risk
within a future planning period of one month. The outcome is then used in the
evaluation of risk-measures.

- In exploratory analysis of data sets, visual inspection of the data using various
plotting techniques, as qq-plots and empirical mean excess functions, prove to be
valuable. This is especially the case when modelling heavy-tailed data. In partic-
ular, refitting series of generalized Pareto distributions and looking at the results
graphically is very helpful to reinforce judgement about the shape parameter.

- The MR data is very light-tailed and exponential-like distributions are well suited
to represent the data. The GPD provides a good approximation to the tail of
the very skewed, heavy-tailed PI data. The model is in this case fairly insensitive
to choices of thresholds. Point estimates of the shape parameter faces standard
errors of a magnitude of approximately 20% of the estimate and therefore intro-
duce considerable parameter uncertainty. However, the biggest problem seems to
be the data itself. By tampering with the largest losses the parameter estimates
drastically changes, and access to reliable operational loss data therefore becomes
of the outmost importance.

- When moving into the tail-area of the compound loss distribution, we need to
choose large spans in our discretization of the loss distribution to reduce the
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computing-time in the heavy-tailed case. Depending on the desired level of accu-
racy the limit theorems first becomes applicable around the 0.999 quantile. Hence
other numerical methods may well be investigated to improve the computation
efficiency.

The assumption of independent and identically distributed losses implies that we should
not be able to observe structural changes in the data over time. Looking at the time
series plot of the PI data, we see that the three largest losses took place within a one year
period in the beginning of the observation-period. Embrechts et al. (2002) points out
that such irregularities of loss occurrence times are often observed in operational loss
time series. To take serial dependence into account, the extension to time dependent
parameters in the GPD setup is made, see further references in Embrechts et al. (1997).

In the numerical illustration, most attention is paid to the modelling of the heavy-
tailed data, which is only natural. In the compound poisson case, we can use the
additive property in section 4.2, to aggregate several compound poisson variables into
a global estimate for several cells in the regulatory matrix. The heavy-tailed losses
would govern also that tail. So why should one include small losses that may be seen as
part of the running of the business? Well, the assumption about independence among
losses is once again questionable. One could for example imagine that when an ordinary
transaction fails causing a small loss, its causes ought to be explored to remedy the
situation so that a major transaction failure does not occur. Those frequent, small
losses may serve as a signaling device for rare but big losses. This is the key point of
the Near-Miss approach that has been developed in the chemical, health and airline
industries and is introduced in a operational risk context by Muermann & Oktem
(2002). Such extensions obviously calls for more complex models.
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Appendix

Model Res. DoF Deviance F-value P-value

Main effects(ME) 849 814.95

ME + A*B 829 796.32 0.82 0.70

ME + A*C 833 786.21 1.61 0.06

ME + A*D - -

ME + B*C 829 781.01 1.43 0.10

ME + B*D 824 774.67 1.38 0.10

ME + C*D 829 781.95 1.50 0.07

Table 10: The MR data: Deviance and goodness of fit-statistic in models with interac-
tion.

Parameter Estimate Std.error

I -
A(1) -0.54 0.36
A(2) -0.43 0.14
A(3) 0 0
A(4) 0.37 0.09
A(5) 0.19 0.10
B(1) 0.05 0.17
B(2) 0.02 0.14
B(3) 0.05 0.12
B(4) 0.06 0.10
B(5) 0 0
B(6) 0.05 0.11
C(1) 0 0
C(2) 0.21 0.09
C(3) 0.63 0.10
C(4) 0.70 0.16
C(5) 1.13 0.14
D(1) 0.40 0.11
D(2) 0.20 0.11
D(3) 0.24 0.11
D(4) 0 0
D(5) 0.39 0.16
D(6) 0.40 0.12

Table 11: The MR data: Estimated relativities on log-scale in original main effects
model.
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Model Res. DoF Deviance χ2-value P-value

Main effects(ME) 853 534.15

ME + A*B 833 520.52 13.63 0.85

ME + A*C 837 516.49 17.66 0.34

ME + A*D 833 511.69 22.45 0.32

ME + B*C 833 518.69 15.46 0.75

ME + B*D 828 499.45 34.70 0.09

ME + C*D 833 518.45 15.69 0.74

Table 12: The PI data: Deviance and goodness of fit-statistic in models with interac-
tion.

Parameter Estimate Std.error

I -
A(1) -0.07 0.34
A(2) -0.35 0.16
A(3) 0 0
A(4) 0.11 0.10
A(5) -0.05 0.11
B(1) 0.91 0.16
B(2) 0.13 0.16
B(3) 0.35 0.14
B(4) 0.43 0.13
B(5) 0 0
B(6) 0.02 0.14
C(1) 0 0
C(2) 0.01 0.09
C(3) -0.20 0.13
C(4) -0.17 0.23
C(5) -0.28 0.25
D(1) 0.37 0.12
D(2) 0.32 0.12
D(3) 0.07 0.14
D(4) 0 0
D(5) 0.42 0.18
D(6) -0.06 0.16

Table 13: The PI data: Estimated relativities on log-scale in original main effects
model.
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